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The Salt Building is centrally located in Vancouver’s new Southeast False
Creek [SEFC] sustainable neighbourhood. Dating from the 1930s, it is the only
remaining structure in the first phase of SEFC that connects directly back to
False Creek’s rich industrial past of sawmills, shipbuilding, and steel fabrication.

Russell Acton

Restored heritage warehouse targets LEED-Gold certification
Before land reclamation stranded it more
than 200 metres from the shore, the north
end of the Salt Building was on the waterfront where raw salt from San Francisco was
unloaded from barges. Once processed, the
semi-refined salt was carried on a series of
conveyor belts to the south end of the building and loaded onto railroad trucks for use in
the fishing industry.
The building stood idle for several years as
plans for the SEFC neighbourhood evolved
and changed. As owners of the property, the
City of Vancouver recognized that the restoration and rehabilitation of the Salt Building
presented a rare opportunity to integrate con-

Longitudinal section
The north side of the building faces Shipyard Square. Its canopy and patio were once a dock

cepts of adaptive re-use and heritage conser-

at which raw salt was unloaded for processing [1]. Historic images of the Salt Building, once

vation with sustainable design and construc-

a processing plant that refined salt for use in the fishing industry [2 and 3].

tion practices, and at the same time create a
focal point for the emerging neighbourhood.
In 2007, in response to the City of

The phased construction included the seis-

Vancouver’s call for proposals for the resto-

mic upgrade of the structure, the raising of

ration, rehabilitation and adaptive re-use of

the building with steel pile extensions to align

The SEFC Neighbourhood sustainability

the Salt Building, Acton Ostry Architects and

with new neighbourhood street grades, and

mandate not only encompasses environmen-

three other companies, [see project credit list

the restoration and rehabilitation of the heri-

tal performance but also addresses social

below] formed the Vancouver Salt Company

tage shell to a Gold standard, based on the

sustainability. When people enjoy com-

Ltd. and submitted what proved to be the

LEED Core and Shell rating system.

munal experiences, share resources, support

successful proposal.
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village for the 2010 Winter Olympic Games.

In November 2009, the City of Vancouver

each other and develop trust, it not only

handed over the newly restored Salt Building

enhances community resilience but also con-

to the tight schedule, the derelict condition of

to

tributes to the overall well-being and health

the building and the surrounding site context.

Committee for temporary use as the ‘com-

The renewal project was challenging due
1

munity living room’ at the heart of the athletes

the

Vancouver

Olympic

Organizing

of people.
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Envelope Upgrade

SBS membrane/extend min. 18” up roof slope
2-ply SBS gutter liner
Prefinished metal breakshape flashing

A unique rainscreen wall system,
that retains 75% of the original building envelope, was a major up-grade
performed on the building’s shell.
To retain the weathered cedar siding, the wall envelope had to be
upgraded from the inside. All gaps in
the structure were sealed with literally kilometres of sealant, after which
drainage mat was fixed to the back
of the existing siding.

2x8 upstand framing

Insulated RWL beyond
Prefinished metal flashing
1x8 wood fascia
Insect screen

Sealant at new joints to provide complete
air barrier

Interior structural shear plywood sheathing
4

With the Games now over, the Salt Building
will undergo its final transformation into what

about the history of the Salt Building and the

enhanced energy efficiency is projected to

industrial heritage of the area.

realize energy cost savings of 43% compared
to a standard building code-based model.

is hoped will be the permanent social hub

The Salt Building is one of very few heri-

for the SEFC neighbourhood. In support of

tage projects in Canada to target Gold certi-

More than 75% of the existing building

this objective, and in keeping with its indus-

fication under LEED–CS. The building is tied

envelope was reused and retrofitted to cre-

trial past, the Salt Building will accommodate

into the SEFC Neighbourhood Energy Utility

ate a unique rainscreen wall system while

three ‘light manufacturing’ enterprises that

that reclaims heat from sewage wastewater

respecting the heritage characteristics of the

many would consider critical to contempo-

to provide heat to a radiant floor heating sys-

structure. [See sidebar] Diversion of more

rary urban life: a coffee roaster and café,

tem. The building is projected to save 1,400

than 98% of construction waste from landfills

a bakery and a brew pub/restaurant. An

gigajoules of energy and eliminate over 150

was achieved.

interpretive installation will be incorporated

tons of carbon dioxide emissions per year —

rates more than 15% recycled materials, with

to educate the community and the public

an increase of 60% in energy efficiency. The

more than 10% of all the new materials used

The rehabilitation incorpo-

Spray-foam insulation was then
applied to improve the thermal performance of the wall assembly and
shear ply sheathing was added as
the “finish” layer of the shell upgrade.
The heritage consultant deemed that
the interior appearance of the heavy
timber trusses and diagonal 2x8 roof
sheathing was of heritage value and
should be retained. To achieve this
goal, the roof envelope had to be
enhanced from the outside.

RWL within cabinet beyond

Retain existing siding throughout

Approximately one-third of the roof
sheathing was replaced due to rot. A
layer of shear ply and rigid insulation
was fixed to the existing sheathing.
A layer of roof sheathing, roofing
mem-brane and high quality asphalt
shingles - to recall the roof type
at the time of rehabilitation - completed the roof assembly. A hidden
gutter detail was added to preserve
the original appearance of the building which had never been fitted with
gutters and had always shed water
directly from the eaves.

Vertical air space provided by
drain mat within wall cavity

Closed-cell spray foam insulation/
integral vapour barrier
Replacement sheating/borate-treated
ply sheathing at base of wall as required
for installation of drain mat

Continuous cabinet for
horizontal service runs

Self adhered membrane flashing
Concrete perimeter beam
Perimeter timber barge board
Insect screen at bottom of
drain mat wall cavity

Wall section

Originally on the waterfront, prior to the reclamation of False Creek, the Salt Building stood on wooden piles. To meet the street grades at
Millennium Water, the building was raised and steel pile extensions installed [4]. A steel staircase provides access to the basement area where
5
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one encounters the original wooden pilings [5]. A key goal of the restoration was to provide large areas of glazing at the north and south
ends of the building, to maximize the visual connection between inside and outside [6].
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Heating and ventilation patterns
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In-slab radiant heating for thermal efficiency
Natural daylight to interior spaces
High efficiency mechanical unit for air handling
Mechanical
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Natural ventilation
Heat recovery unit
Rain flow control
High performance envelope
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in the process being sourced regionally.
The linear light monitor running down
the central spine allows daylight to enter
deep into the interior. This feature has been
enhanced through the creation of large
glazed openings in the north and south
gable walls of the building to create direct
sightlines through the building to the public
plaza, water and mountains to the north
and to the activities on the street to the
south.
A heritage building that meets a high
standard of modern seismic and environmental performance is a rare accomplishment that has caught the attention of Parks
Canada, which will use the project as a case
study when considering heritage building
related changes to the National Building
Code in 2015. É
Russell Acton is a principal with Acton
Ostry Architects Inc. in Vancouver.

The most impressive architectural feature
of the building is its heavy timber roof
structure. All connections had to be reinforced with steel plates to meet current
seismic codes [7]. View from the north patio
across Shipyard Plaza [8].
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